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THE CIVIL GRAND JURY
The Civil Grand Jury is a government oversight panel of volunteers who serve for one year. It
makes findings and recommendations resulting from its investigations.
Reports of the Civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals by name. Disclosure of information
about individuals interviewed by the jury is prohibited. California Penal Code, section 929

STATE LAW REQUIREMENT
California Penal Code, section 933.05
Each published report includes a list of those public entities that are required to respond to the
Presiding Judge of the Superior Court within 60 to 90 days as specified.
A copy must be sent to the Board of Supervisors. All responses are made available to the public.
For each finding, the response must:
1) agree with the finding , or
2) disagree with it, wholly or partially, and explain why.
As to each recommendation the responding party must report that:
1) the recommendation has been implemented, with a summary explanation; or
2) the recommendation has not been implemented but will be within a set timeframe as
provided; or
3) the recommendation requires further analysis. The officer or agency head must define
what additional study is needed. The Grand Jury expects a progress report within six
months; or
4) the recommendation will not be implemented because it is not warranted or
reasonable, with an explanation.
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SUMMARY
Motivated by an increasingly visible homeless population in the neighborhoods of eastern San
Francisco, the jury undertook the daunting challenge of understanding why, with all the money
being spent, there is not a marked improvement in providing housing and supportive services for
the neediest citizens of San Francisco.
San Francisco's current publicsector efforts to address the increase in homeless citizens began in
the 1980s. 
Existing City departments were provided funding to work on the problem. Presently
the Human Services Agency (HSA) and the Department of Public Health (DPH) provide
programs and services mainly by contracting with outside agencies.
We believe that spreading services among numerous City departments and contractors makes it
more challenging for the City to have a coordinated approach to addressing the needs of the
homeless. By interviewing personnel in City departments, as well as the agencies hired by the
City to provide homeless services, we identified changes that could make the City’s homeless
programs more successful.
Now, in July of 2016, a new department, the Department of Homeless and Supportive Housing,
is coming into existence and hopefully will be a unifying force to address the needs of the
homeless.
Realizing that a new department creates a great opportunity to improve coordination,
we recommend the following changes:
● First responders should be used more effectively  We believe that the San Francisco
Homeless Outreach Team (HOT) should serve as first responder to nonviolent incidents
involving the homeless.
● A coordinated intake system is necessary  We heard from many sources of the need for a
coordinated intake system. We believe that an integrated, standardized system containing
health, housing and police information on the homeless should be available to all service
providers to assist them in providing needed homeless services. Although the 
Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)
restricts the sharing of
some health data, this restriction can be waived with permission from the client. A rich
set of data available to all providers identifying and coordinating services is needed.
● Meaningful outcome data should be developed and monitored  Tracking outcome results
at the individual level is key to determining program success. However, this appears not
to be a priority among homeless service organizations except in federal grants from the
US Department of Housing and Urban Development (
HUD). We also found that the
monitoring of this data by the Controller’s department helped the Navigation Center
continually improve by measuring client success and failure.
● Supportive housing and a shared distribution system are needed  We believe that
supportive housing with ease of access is needed to move the homeless from the street to
a more humane living situation. We found that there is a need for a single housing
application system where case managers and housing providers can be properly matched.
This would be a common shared distribution system for low income and supportive
housing. Realizing that there is insufficient very low income housing available and that
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tents on city sidewalks are both illegal and a health hazard, we recommend an intensive
effort to put very low income housing in place.
● A helpful website is needed  We found no comprehensive, helpful source for reaching
the City’s homeless services.
We hope that with a greater understanding of how we arrived at the homeless situation we find
ourselves in today, we can support a view that we need to help and not blame. A strong
commitment to strengthening existing programs will enable the City to provide housing and/or
housing with services for the citizens who are unable to provide for themselves.
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OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of this investigation is to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the
City’s program to eliminate homelessness by examining the interagency management provided
by the City and examining whether the goals could be better coordinated to result in more
beneficial outcomes. These agencies include:
●
●
●
●

SF Health Services Authority (SFHSA)
SF Department of Public Health (SFDPH)
US Housing and Urban Development (USHUD)
The Mayor’s Office of Housing, Opportunity, Partnership and Engagement (HOPE)

First Responders
We sought to understand which city services are the first to respond to calls about homeless
issues and whether the response could be improved.
Data Collection and Data Sharing
Knowing that multiple agencies, using their own databases, serve the homeless, we sought to
understand whether there were negative issues arising from lack of database coordination.
Outcome Requirements and Monitoring
Realizing that funding is distributed to nonprofit agencies by SFHSA, SFDPH and USHUD,
we wanted to understand contract requirements and contract monitoring across the funding
agencies to see if there was consistency and if outcomes were effectively monitored.
Housing
Learning that “Housing First“ is a City concept with an objective matching its name, we wanted
to know if there were issues in availability of housing and how that affected the programs that
are designed to transition clients into supportive housing.
SF311.org
Knowing that computer use is an excellent way to get information and help, we wanted to know
if connecting to homeless services on our SF311.org website was an easy task.
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SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
We interviewed previously homeless residents, as well as those who provide services to them, to
understand why, with all the resources aimed at “solving” “homelessness” in San Francisco, little
progress has been made at reducing this population.
We examined the outcome measures of several homeless service programs funded or controlled
by the City and compared them to the federal requirements for outcome monitoring.
When we started this investigation in September 2015, we were impressed with the number of
separate City departments providing services to the homeless.
As visits and interviews continued, we searched for common practices, information portals and
shared tools. We also looked for indications of resource shortages. We wondered if the various
City agencies serving the homeless had a good understanding into their client's’ situation and
predicament. We also asked who was in charge. We apparently were not alone in our
questioning; during our investigation our Mayor announced the formation of a new department:
the Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing (DHSH).
We interviewed managers working for the Human Service Agency (HSA) and Department of
Public Health (DPH). We attended meetings of the Local Homeless Coordinating Board
(LHCB) as well as meetings of the San Francisco Interagency Committee on Homelessness
(SFICH). We visited the new shelter called The Navigation Center at 1950 Mission, as well as
the Behavioral Health Access Center (BHAC) at 1380 Howard and the HSA County Adult
Assistance Program (CAAP) building at 9th and Mission. We met with “311” staff and
performed our own web searches.
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BACKGROUND
San Francisco was subject to the same conditions that led to an increase of homelessness across
the U.S. in the 1970s.
“Since the mid1970s, affordable housing has become increasingly scarce
and beyond the reach of many people living in poverty because they are forced to contribute
increasingly larger proportions of their income towards housing. Moreover, once they are
homeless they find it increasingly difficult to get themselves back into affordable housing.”1
Changes in support for affordable housing as well as support for mental care, an increase in drug
use, changes in job opportunities from manufacturing to service jobs, have all contributed to the
current rise in homelessness in the United States.
San Francisco’s recovery from the 2008 financial crisis has been robust. Attributed to a growth
in job opportunities and a growth in Urban Mixed Use (UMU) housing, our City budget has
increased 47 percent in these eight years. Yet the size of our homeless population has barely
moved, recording a slight increase from last year in the December 2015 PointinTime survey,
the federally required actual count on one evening and statistical count over 6 months of
homeless which occurs every two years. Now in 2016, during and since the City’s hosting of
Super Bowl 50, our streets are inundated with multiple tent encampments distributed under the
freeways and alongside commercial buildings. Clearly this growth in job and housing
opportunities does not benefit the entire spectrum of the population.
Who are the Homeless?
The 2015 PointinTime Count tries to shed light on conditions that cause homelessness as well
as the health conditions of those living on the streets.

Figure 1: Primary Causes of homelessness

The Causes of Homelessness in America, Daniel Weinberger, 

Ethics of Development in a Global Environment
(EDGE) | Poverty & Prejudice | Social Security at the Crossroads | Updated July 26, 1999
1
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Figure 1 shows that alcohol and drug problems are the highest cause listed for those experiencing
chronic homelessness. We all have observed and read about the serious issues of needles being
dropped on sidewalks and in public parks. These addictions are not only bad for the addicted,
but also bad for the community dealing with the consequences.

Figure 2: Health Conditions among the homeless

Figure 2 shows that both substance abuse and psychiatric or emotional conditions are significant
issues for the population living on the streets. In order to deal with these issues, we need both
housing and treatment services, as well as a triage system to get people to the right services.
Looking at Table 1 from the 2015 PointinTime Count and Survey2 results, we can see that more
than half of our homeless are unsheltered and living in cars, tents or on the streets.
Since 1979, San Francisco Civil Grand Juries have submitted six reports focusing on either the
homeless problem or the use of communitybased nonprofits supported by city and federal taxes
which deal with the homeless. Reports have been made, recommendations considered,
Homeless Czars appointed, commissions formed, dollars budgeted and spent, but the problem
has not ebbed; and San Francisco now faces a crisis with tents lining neighborhood streets.
San Francisco and San Franciscans cannot be accused of apathy. Homeless services are funded
by both private donations and City funding. Homelessness is a frequent topic in media,
neighborhood computer chat sites, and even discussions by the Board of Supervisors. The City
spends significantly over and above its federal and state funding to try to address housing and
health problems. While the total cost of the homeless issue is difficult to determine, the San
Francisco Budget and Legislative Analyst’s Office3 reported that in Fiscal Year 20122013
(FY1213) the City spent $165,710,629, with $123,181,587 (74.3 percent) of those funds from
2
3

2105 San Francisco PointinTime Homeless Count & Survey, report produced by ASR
Homeless Services and Benefits Provided by the City and County of San Francisco, Harvey Rose, July 26, 2013
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our City coffers. Since then, the San Francisco budget dollar amounts have increased as
reflected in Table 2 in section B.

Table 1: San Francisco Homeless PointinTime Count Results by Setting

There have been some successes reducing homelessness for specific populations in the United
States. One example is Utah.4 The success in ending chronic homelessness there is attributed to
providing housing along with supportive services. “Housing First” has grown to be a mantra,
from the federal level down to city programs, ours included. Data clearly shows that providing
housing along with services is proving successful. Studies also show that living on the streets is
unhealthy. Homelessness exacerbates health and abuse problems because treatments fail in an
unstable environment.
There have been successes in San Francisco as well. With the help of federal programs, the
number of homeless veterans has been significantly reduced. Also, the City’s focus on housing
homeless families has resulted in recent improvements. The PointinTime Survey reveals San
Francisco Unified School District’s efforts to identify atrisk children and HSA’s determination
to house homeless families is paying off. In 2009, there were 549 “persons in families,” 635 in
2011, 668 in 2013, but in 2015, the number was reduced to 630. (See Table 1, above).
We wonder why, with money and good intentions, hasn’t the homeless population been reduced
in San Francisco? Perhaps a hint is found in a quote from the Utah Report: “Although the
4

Comprehensive Report on Homelessness, State of Utah, 2014
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causes of homelessness are complex, there are solutions. It takes a high level of 
collaboration
and focus
to implement effective interventions.”
This report offers a close look at the City’s work to address the problems of the homeless and
understand why the homeless problem has not been significantly reduced.
We were delighted to hear, on May 11, 2016, of the new department and director of 
Department
of Homelessness and Supportive Housing (DHSH
),
and that they intend to consolidate relevant
HSA and DPH services.
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A: FIRST RESPONDERS
DISCUSSION

SF HOT
The San Francisco Homeless Outreach Team (SF HOT) provides outreach, case management
and services to homeless people who are on the street and not using other city homeless services.
SF HOT, a part of DPH, has two parts, the medical team and the outreach team. The medical
team has access to the 
Coordinated Care Management System
(
CCMS) 
database managed by
DPH. This approximately 47 member team has about 17 city employees and 3 subcontractors.
The rest are contractors from the nonprofit organization, Public Health Foundation Enterprises
(PHFE). See Appendix A for the September 2015 organization chart.
SF HOT works with a social worker and interfaces with the homeless. Most recently this team
has been helping direct chronically homeless clients to the Navigation Center. The medical
team, directed by a medical doctor, consists of nurses who are called upon when needed. From
our interviews we have learned that of all the city programs, SF HOT is the program with staff
that best relates to the clients living on the streets.
SF HOT focuses on the chronic homeless population. The organization is not large enough to
address the larger homeless population, but will work with the Public Works Department as well
as the SF Police when closing a homeless encampment. SF HOT members also work with
Community Benefit Districts as they attempt to address homeless issues. From our interviews
with agencies serving the homeless and with formerly homeless individuals, we have learned that
these teams often have a better chance of engaging the homeless than the police, because they
are seen by the homeless as providing help and are not as readily feared.
Neighbors and Police
With the rapid increase in residential and commercial development in San Francisco since 2008,
areas of the city that were formerly vacant lots or abandoned buildings are no longer havens for
the homeless. The resulting development has moved the homeless into local neighborhoods 
mostly in Districts 6, 9 and 10.5 Suddenly residents find encampments at their doorsteps, along
with the accompanying problems of drug use, crime, and unsanitary conditions. Pedestrians are
often confronted by the mentally ill when navigating the now crowded sidewalks.
The traditional response to these encampments is for citizens to call the police. This is also the
response to individuals sleeping on the sidewalks, using needles, or yelling and talking to the air,
etc. This seems logical, because camping and drug use are illegal. However, the police told us
they see themselves as “tickets and handcuffs guys” and are taking a back seat to other agencies
who are trying to help the homeless (SF HOT, DPH or perhaps their own SFPD Crisis
Intervention Team). They prefer to let 911/311 respond to citizen issues and concerns.

5

2015 PointinTime Homeless Count and Survey, produced by ASR
http://www.sfmayor.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=455
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From discussions with police captains, we have learned that the police who have been trained to
deal with traditional crime are now faced with a population of people with significant health and
mental health issues. Residents also understand traditional crime, but are unable to cope with
human beings in mental/physical health crisis.
We understand that the Police Department offers a course in Crisis Intervention. Considering the
high percentage of mental illness identified in the homeless population, this class and refresher
courses are necessary. During our interviews we were told that it would be good for Police to
have CIT training.
It is easy to understand that residents calling the police are frustrated by the inability of the
police to solve the problem. The police are, as first responders, often faced by an ill person yet
have no access to their mental/physical health history.
City policies have allowed people with physical/mental health issues to live on the streets or on
public land. City residents have only a disconnected way of interfacing with city services to
solve a homeless issue. They call 311 or 911 or use the SF311.org website or app. Issues may
be addressed, but are often only temporarily solved. Residents don’t have a way to coordinate
with city services at an individual level to follow problems with individuals to positive
conclusions.
Police Resource Decisions
In the districts with the highest rate of homeless residents (6, 9, 10), there is also the highest
crime rate as shown in Figure 3 below. We learned from interviews with police captains that
with limited police resources, decisions need to be made about where to send the resources.
Dealing with one homeless individual may take hours. If the individual is considered a danger to
themselves or others (51506), the police may spend hours waiting for the person to be placed on a
72 hour hold. We learned from interviews with homeless providers that handing out tickets to
homeless individuals does not help anyone. The latest twist we learned is that the credit rating of
the homeless person will be negatively affected if tickets are not paid. The irony of that is
obvious.

Welfare and Institutions Code  WIC DIVISION 5. COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES [5000  5912]

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=WIC&sectionNum=5150
6
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Figure 3: Charts of Shootings and Robberies by district from 2012

FINDINGS

F.A.1.

DISPATCH HOT: San Francisco HOT is the most informed first responder for
nonviolent events, as they are part of DPH and have access to the database CCMS, but
health providers are neither dispatched with police nor linked as responders to 311 calls.

F.A.2.

POLICE ACCESS: 
There is no coordinated plan to support police first responders in a
role that is not dealing with criminal behavior. When the police are called out for
homeless or encampment issues, they have no access to health or substance abuse
providers or information regarding the client’s mental health.

F.A.3.

POLICE TRAINING: 
Police say they have limited training, or limited access, to data
to deal successfully with the mentally ill. With the high numbers of mentally ill on our
streets, even the most compassionate of police when threatened could find themselves
in a position where they must follow their procedures and shoot.

F.A.4.

POLICE TICKET: Faced with multiple requests for their service, police use judgment
regarding enforcement considering the best chance to have a successful outcome.
When called to help, they generally do not ticket because it is not productive.
RECOMMENDATIONS

R.A.1.

[DHSH] If safe to do so, SF HOT should be the first responders, and the SFPD should
accompany when necessary.
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R.A.1.1[DHSH, Mayor, BOS] The number of 
SF HOT personnel should be increased so that
they will be available to respond.
R.A.2.
[SFPD CHIEF] 
Police should have access to mental health and substance abuse data as
well as historical interaction with city services when they are called to respond to a
homeless issue.
R.A.3.
[SFPD CHIEF] 
Police training should include methods to deal with mentally unstable
individuals.
R.A.4.
[SFPD CHIEF BOS MAYOR] 
Police policies and consequences need to be better
coordinated so that police are not put in a position where citations have no effect.
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B. DATA COLLECTION AND DATA SHARING
DISCUSSION

Before 1982, there was not a great need to track San Francisco’s homeless population. “The San
Francisco homeless program officially started in October 1982. That winter had historically high
levels of rain and historically low temperatures.The downside of this crisis was that the emergency
response activated what was supposed to be a shortterm emergency solution. The whole shelter
system was opened immediately but was identified as a temporary program, in spite of the fact that
State cuts to residential and communitybased treatment for indigent, mentally ill community
members and a good four years of massive federal cuts to America’s affordable housing program
have created neither outoftheblue nor temporary crises.”7
Spending and Revenue Categories

Table 2. Human Services> Homeless Services from SF Open Data.

7

“
House Keys not Handcuffs”, Paul Boden 2015
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As the need grew, so did the money spent and the number of programs supported by
city/state/federal funds. Over the fouryear period from FY11/12 to FY14/15, the amount spent by
Human Services Agency on homeless services increased by 28 percent as shown in Table 2.
Because there is no unified system which tracks the City’s spending on homelessness, it is difficult
to determine what is being spent in specific categories. If we identify the two groups that service
the homeless, we can start to total at least some of the money:
● The first group is HSA and DPH services (now Department of Homeless and Supportive
Housing), where the City has budgeted programs to try to address the problems of
homelessness. Each has its own method to budget, monitor and distribute funds. While
services to people without homes are identified in the categories used by the HSA, that is
not the case for the DPH. Appendix B shows the list of DPH programs costing a total of

one billion dollars
in FY1516. The budget categories used by HSA in Table 2 do not
clearly describe the services or correspond to the table in Appendix B. It is difficult to total
the amount spent by each City agency on services affecting the homeless. It is necessary to
contact the Budget and Legislative Analyst in order to get an accounting.
● The second group is comprised of the hospitals, police, jails, and Public Works and the
money they spend dealing with the existing situation. We have no estimate that connects
this spending to homeless issues because services are not budget line items or categories of
expenses.
HSA and DPH are separate agencies with separate directors, each appointed by the mayor, yet
serve similar homeless populations and provide some similar services. Figure 4 from the
“Analysis of Supportive Housing Programs” from the Budget and Analysis Office, December 15,
2014 shows a comparison of units of housing and expenditures on those units. DPH supportive
housing units cost more because they provide more supportive services.

Figure 4: HSA and DPH Share of Expenditures from Policy Analysis Report December 2014
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Starting in 1982, programs evolved to serve the homeless in these different city agencies. There
was no comprehensive plan which identified the categories (of specific populations of homeless
people) we now use when we provide services: Chronic Homeless, Homeless Families, Homeless
Veterans, Transitional Age Youth. Additionally there are subgroupings within each of
demographics such as mental illness and substance abuse. This labyrinth was confusing to the Jury
when we tried to determine both the amount of money spent on the homeless and its sources.
Evolution of Data Tracking of Individuals
In 1982, agencies used paper systems to keep track of activities and people. As computer usage
advanced, individual agency databases and spreadsheets were developed to track services and
people. As a result, these have evolved into many disparate systems. Uncoordinated systems have
created barriers, some of which create a danger to the very homeless they are trying to serve. For
example, if a first responder or a hospital psychiatric ward has to blindly treat a person
experiencing methadone withdrawal (because the substance treatment relationship is not revealed),
the treatment or prescription might be incorrect because the responder does not have access to the
data needed to identify the core problem.
The Human Service Agency (HSA) uses a database called Homeless Management Information
System (HMIS) along with other databases. DPH uses a database called CCMS for medical data.
They also use AVATAR (Mental Health), LCR (Lifetime Clinical Record) and ECW (E Clinical
Work). At the private contracting level, we see positive movement toward using the same client
intake database. NonGovernment Organizations (NGO’s) and nonprofit agencies that contract
with San Francisco to help homeless families are taking steps to embrace a common database.
HSA initiated an RFP for consultant services to work with programs that serve Homeless Families.
Currently Salesforce or Apricot databases are used by different agencies that have similar clientele
and goals. Using the same system would allow for crosscontract coordination.
As San Francisco moves towards coordinated assessment, a shared process for connecting people
experiencing homelessness with needed resources, it is clear why sharing information becomes
critical. For example, if a person on the street is exhibiting threatening behavior, HOT’s
database (and/or personnel) might be able to reveal that this person is actively being treated for a
condition and provide a rational basis for the situation. This can give medical/health personnel
the chance to deescalate  saving the person from the fatal mistake of threatening an officer
(who has no access to medical information).
As we talked to HSA and DPH service providers, we found that there was no common intake
database which contained basic identification information as well as health history, housing
history and criminal history. We talked to providers who had worked in other cities where such
databases existed. Yes, the medical information was given to the intake personnel by consent, in
order not to violate HIPAA, but there was one database system used by all service providers. It
is easy to see how things evolved in a different way, but now that there is a new “Department of
Homelessness and Supportive Housing” the time is ripe for correcting the disorganization that
resulted from information silos and develop a common intake or coordinated assessment system
for individuals.
San Francisco Homeless Health and Housing
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Tracking Housing Resources
As we met with different service providers, whether they provide services for homeless families
or homeless shelter residents, we found that every agency was on its own to find housing, limited
as it may be, for their clients. This resulted in competition between agencies as well as
duplication of efforts.
We have been told that there is an inequality to the method that supportive housing units are
disseminated to the homeless. A client of the Navigation Center currently has priority (for
permanent housing) over other temporary shelters. Thus, the distribution of permanent housing
for chronically homeless may not be provided to those who have been homeless the longest.
We heard the desire from the agencies to have a single shared resource to help them find
appropriate housing situations for their clients who were ready for that step.

FINDINGS

F.B.1. DISPARATE SOURCES: 
Many agencies are providing services and gathering
information without a common data source.
F.B.2.

INTAKE SYSTEM: 
Local agencies providing services are not required to use the same
intake database. There is no coordinated data entry system. This results in duplication
of entries with homeless clients having to enter the same information in multiple places.

F.B.3.

INITIAL CONTACTS: 
First responders do not have access to a coordinated
access/entry system.

F.B.4.

HOUSING SERVICES: 
Multiple agencies are looking for housing resources – shelters,
apartments, etc. for their clients. Each maintains its own databases of resources and
compete with each other. There is no single coordinated resource for government
sponsored housing.
RECOMMENDATIONS

R.B.1.

[DHSH]
:
Take advantage of the coordination opportunities provided by the formation
of the new Department on Homelessness and Supportive Housing to fund and
implement a coordinated entry system.

R.B.2.

[DHSH]: 
Develop a consistent intake system for information sharing across all
departments servicing the homeless.

R.B.3.

[DHSH]: Take advantage of the coordination opportunities provided by the formation
of the Department on Homelessness and Supportive Housing to require all agencies
using city/state/federal funding to use the same database to find housing opportunities.

R.B.4.

[DHSH]: First Responders should have access to a coordinated entry system.
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C: CONTRACT OUTCOME REQUIREMENTS AND CONTRACT MONITORING
DISCUSSION

The USHUD Continuum of Care contracts require outcome performance measures. Of the
amount in Table 3 below8 spent on Homeless issues in San Francisco for FY 20122013,
$42,529,042 is federal/state funding with $24M being federal funding. While contracts with the
City paid for by federal grants require measuring the client outcome, this is not a requirement for
all City negotiated contracts.

Table 3: FY 20122013 Expenditures on Homeless Services by Category and Funding Source

The McKinneyVento Education of Homeless Children and Youth Assistance Act 9 is a federal
law that ensures immediate enrollment and educational stability for homeless children and youth.
McKinneyVento provides federal funding to states for the purpose of supporting district
programs that serve homeless students. This USHUD program requires Outcome Performance
Measures as shown in Table 4.

Homeless Services and Benefits Provided by the City and County of San Francisco, Harvey Rose, July 26, 2013, pg 2

http://sfmuna.net/wpcontent/uploads/2014/12/HarveyRoseReport2013.pdf
8

9

http://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/esea02/pg116.html
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Table 4: Examples of Continuum of Care measures

Most contracts with local agencies serving homeless families, funded by HSA, contain some
client Outcome Performance measures, such as the objectives excerpted from Hamilton Family
Center10 shown below. These are minimal compared to the Continuum of Care measures, above.
All four of the HSA funded programs for homeless families use the same minimal client
performance objectives.
10

Appendix A, Scope of Services to an agreement between the Department of Human Services (DHS) and Hamilton Family
Center, effective July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2016, p5 of 7
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Figure 5: Excerpted from Appendix, Hamilton Family Center, July 1, 2013 June 30 2016

Requiring client Outcome Performance measures in HSA contracts is part of the story.
Monitoring these contracts is the other. In 2003, the City passed Proposition C, a City Charter
amendment (Controller’s Audit Fund) requiring 2 tenths of 1 percent of the City budget be
dedicated to the Controller’s Office in order to monitor nonprofit organizations with city
contracts.
The Jury examined the auditing objectives of the Controller's office in spending this money, and
we learned that the monitoring was only of Fiscal and Compliance issues for these service
agencies. In nearly all cases, the categories of the Controller Audits listed in Figure 611 shows
no
monitoring
of any client outcome objectives. That work is typically left to the department or
funded agency, the exception being the City’s Navigation Center.

Figure 6 : Categories monitored by San Francisco Controller

11

Citywide Nonprofit Monitoring and Capacity Building Program, Fiscal Year 201415 Annual Report, September 3, 2015
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In 2015, the City opened the first Navigation Center, on Mission Street, operated by contract
with Episcopal Community Services (ECS). Money from the Mayor’s budget paid the
Controller’s Office to develop tools and provide data to monitor Navigation Center client
outcomes. This oneofakind monitoring extended the reach of the Controller’s Office to track
the effectiveness from point of service to final outcome. Extending the Controller’s tracking into
the human “metrics” via the Controllers “Dashboard”, powerful insights were regularly offered
to the Navigation Center management and a powerful learning relationship was created. The
Navigation Center program was able to adapt and grow, and ultimately succeed using this
process. Valuable outcome data was shared not only with management, but also with the Mayor,
Board of Supervisors (BOS) and the public.

Figure 7: Exit data from 6 month Navigation Center Controller Report12

Monitoring outcomes, as pioneered by the Controller’s Office at the Navigation Center, is a way
to focus and hone the objectives of programs and services people receive. Likewise, if
objectives cannot be met, identifying the reason for failure will help improve the program.
Increased funding for more Navigation Centers is directly linked to its documented outcome
successes provided by the Controller’s Office.
Now that there is a new department, The Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing,
the time is right to coordinate data monitoring and outcome objectives as part of the City’s
efforts to end the homeless problem.

More Than A Shelter, An Assessment of the Navigation Center’s First Six Months, City and County of San Francisco, Office

of the Controller, City Services Auditor December 10, 2015
http://www.sfmayor.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=473
(5/20/2016)
12
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FINDINGS

F.C.1.

OUTCOME PERFORMANCE: 
Contracts are awarded through HSA and DPH with
few requirements to include Client Outcome in performance reports used to evaluate the
success of a contract or program. Number of Clients Served is more often used.

F.C.2. MONITORING: The nonprofit agencies that perform services for the homeless monitor
their own Outcome Performance. The Controller’s Office only performs fiscal and
compliance monitoring, except for the Navigation Center.
RECOMMENDATIONS

R.C.1.

[DHSH] Contracts with organizations receiving City funding should require
comprehensive Outcome Performance Measures which include client outcomes.

R.C.2.

[DHSH] The Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing should arrange for
homeless service agencies to follow the Navigation Center model and have ongoing
monitoring of their Outcome Performance objectives overseen by a new program in the
Controller’s Office, rather than at the department or service agency level when new
programs are initiated.

R.C.3.[DHSH] The Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing should generate a
public annual report showing
the outcome scores of all homeless services agencies and
the funding they received.
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D: HOUSING
DISCUSSION

“Through the provision of coordinated, compassionate, and highquality services the
Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing will work toward the goal of making
homelessness in San Francisco rare, brief, and one time.”13 
—
Mayor Ed Lee, May 11, 2016
According to the Center of Budget & Policy Priorities:
California has onefifth of the nation’s homeless people, more than any
other state. A large body of research shows that poverty, overcrowding,
housing instability, and homelessness can impair children’s health and
development and undermine their chances of success in school and later
in the workforce. Housing vouchers help some 300,000 lowincome
California families afford the rent, more than all other state and federal
rental assistance programs combined. Vouchers reduce poverty,
homelessness, and housing instability.14
Housing First is the answer of many cities across the country, including San Francisco, when
asked for the solution to homelessness. But, in reality, this answer seems all but unachievable in
cities such as ours.
“Housing First approaches are based on the concept that a homeless individual or household's
[family’s] first and primary need is to obtain stable housing, and that other issues that may affect
the household can and should be addressed once housing is obtained. In contrast, many other
programs operate from a model of ‘housing readiness’ — that is, that an individual or household
must address other issues that may have led to the episode of homelessness prior to entering
housing.”15
Even if we did have four walls to offer everyone in need, some of the homeless are not prepared
or equipped to thrive on their own. They need health, medical and substance services, often
referred to as supportive services, to help them integrate into permanent housing. They need to
transition from their street survival mentality into collaborating with counselors, neighbors,
confinement and rules… none of which are present when living on the street.
Before a discussion about housing and the homeless can be effective, some distinctions have to
be made.

13

San Francisco Mayor Edwin M. Lee press release dated May 11, 2016.
http://www.sfmayor.org/index.aspx?recordid=1153&page=846
14
enter of Budget & Policy Priorities, CBPP.org, May 16, 2016,
C

http://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/howhousingvoucherscanhelpaddresscaliforniasrentalcrisis
15
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Housing
_
First
(May 7, 2016)
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Housing vs. Sheltering
Housing for the homeless means just that. It speaks to the goal of providing permanent walls in
a safe and, if necessary, supportive environment that a resident can call home. It also includes
efforts made to prevent homelessness (rental assistance and eviction prevention, for example).
Sheltering, on the other hand, provides a temporary environment with a hopeful end result of
permanent housing. In a shelter, supportive services may or may not be available.
Sheltered vs. Unsheltered
San Francisco’s homeless population is comprised of two parts, sheltered and unsheltered. The
sheltered homeless are currently living in City shelters, jails, hospitals or doubledup in Single
Room Occupancy (SRO) hotels. Our unsheltered homeless are living on the streets, in tents,
doorways or in cars.
The biggest obstacle to “Housing First” is obvious  the lack of affordable housing in San
Francisco. Although developers have been building thousands of new “affordable” units, they
are not accessible to people trying to move from homelessness. The Planning Pipeline16
identifies 34,754 new units that have been entitled by San Francisco Planning as of Q4 2015,
with 6,852 identified as affordable. “Affordable” is not within reach to the homeless population.
Some of our temporary shelters have been seen as a failure. The police we interviewed said our
shortterm shelters were almost universally refused by the chronic homeless. The reasons are
simple: difficulty getting a place, rules when there, and predatory behavior generally make them
difficult places in which to work, let alone stay. We heard many stories that shelters “were
worse than the streets”. Thefts and mayhem often occur in these cramped, lockedin quarters.
Yet, the staff at shelters appear dedicated to helping people in difficult situations.
FINDINGS

F.D.1.

SHELTERS: 
The “old style” shortterm shelters are used by some of the homeless
population but are disliked and perceived as unsafe. They are not designed for positive
outcomes; they are merely a means to get people out of the weather. They do not
address the need to accommodate partners, possessions and pets. Chronic homeless
avoid nonsupportive shelters because they fear being robbed and/or victimized.
RECOMMENDATIONS

R.D.1.

[MAYOR] The Mayor should direct the newly organized Department of Homelessness
and Supportive Housing to move from the restrictive shelter system to the Navigation
Center style system which triages clients to the appropriate services.

R.D.1.1 [MAYOR] The Mayor should direct the newly organized Department of Homelessness
and Supportive Housing to provide emergency shelters when there is a natural disaster.
These shelters should not be permanent housing.
16

http://sfplanning.org/pipelinereport

(5/7/2016)
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The City Tries Something New
Our highly touted Navigation Center 17, based on a successful New York model, is so far offering
the best solution to sheltering the homeless in San Francisco. The Navigation Center has been
covered frequently in the press, and most readers are probably familiar with the bold new
concepts it has introduced. It provides an open comeandgo environment with supportive
services on site, it accepts couples, pets and possessions  even entire street encampments. Some
of these individuals are provided tickets to go back home by means of Homeward Bound; some
leave of their own accord. But, the majority are readied to be moved into permanent or
semipermanent supportive housing.
Another novel and successful concept introduced by the Navigation Center is to have the City’s
Controller's Office monitor and track the allimportant human results (instead of the usual
compliance, budget/plan tracking, etc.). The Controller publishes a weekly Navigation Center
“Dashboard” which reports client exits (turnover), benefits received, referrals for additional
services and length of stay. In addition, the Controller’s Office sends representatives to speak at
public homeless meetings (LHCB, SFICH), when requested. They have created comprehensive
reports from almost a social worker’s perspective,18 providing deep analysis of the strengths and
weaknesses of the entire program. It is noteworthy to add that this relationship with the
Controller’s Office is very different from the way other City contracts are monitored, generally
only budgets and compliance are monitored.
A new temporary shelter opened on Pier 80 in February 2016 that incorporated many of the
successes of the Navigation Center in its design. It welcomed partners, possessions and pets into
a comeandgo environment. There was some initial public criticism, including from a
Navigation Center official about its look and feel and distance from services, but the official
quickly added that the issues were addressable.
It should not be forgotten that much of the reason for the success of the Navigation Center is
both the welcoming and accepting environment and the focus on triaging the clients to determine
the services they need.
One way to demonstrate the successes of the Navigation Center is to look at the quality of the
exits; i.e., the way that clients leave. As reported by the Controller’s Office as of October 201519
, 132 clients exited the Navigation Center. Most found stable housing or participated in
Homeward Bound (a ticket home). Of those exiting to permanent supportive housing, 88 percent
went to HSA Master Lease units. The remainder went to Shelter Plus Care units (9 percent) or
DPH’s Direct Access to Housing (DAH) sites (3 percent). Of 59 clients permanently housed by
September 1, 2015, all but one remained in housing thirty days later. Also reported was an exit
survey distributed to housed clients, 91 percent of whom reported being satisfied with their stay.

17
18

http://navigationcentersf.org
ore than a Shelter An Assessment of the Navigation Center’s First Six Months, CSA Project Team, December 10, 2015
M

http://www.sfmayor.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=473
19
Source 

http://ecssf.org/_documents/NavCenter_FirstSixMonths_Assessment.pdf
]
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The Navigation Center is an example of an excellent supportive shelter and of the utility of the
outcome performance tracking performed by the Controller's Office.
FINDINGS

F.D.2.

CENTERS: 
Reports on the pilot Navigation Center show success in welcoming clients,
gathering intake data, tracking the human outcomes, connecting people to services and
monitoring exits for recidivism. One key to the success of the Navigation Center has
been the innovative partnership with the Controller’s Office to track and report on
human outcomes.

F.D.3.

HOUSING: The Navigation Center currently serves only 75 clients at a time and moves
them out by way of Homeward Bound or to supportive housing  temporary or
permanent. The Center keeps beds open specifically for Homeward Bound (a short
turnaround). Exits to local housing have been difficult since properties are unavailable,
making the Navigation Center seem more like permanent housing instead of transitional
housing.

F.D.4.

SUPPORTIVE HOUSING: 
Research on other city and state homeless practices confirm
that providing supportive housing is the most successful way to end homelessness. This
is especially true for the chronically homeless population, a group that has health and
addiction issues. San Francisco has not provided sufficient supportive housing to this
homeless population.
RECOMMENDATIONS

R.D.2.

[MAYOR & BOS, DHSH] The Mayor should explore and acquire new sites where
additional Navigation Centers can be opened. The Board of Supervisors should urge
the Mayor to fund these additional sites.

R.D.2.1 [MAYOR] The Mayor should ensure that the new coordinated Department of
Homelessness and Supportive Housing provide sufficient staff at each Navigation
Center location to deal with the mental, physical and emotional issues the homeless
bring to the sites. The Board of Supervisors should approve funding for this work.
Has the City Accepted Tents?
There has been a recent explosion of tents in San Francisco. The violations and hazards are
straightforward. Camping on the public sidewalk is illegal. 
San Francisco’s Civil Sidewalk
Ordinance, Section 168 of the San Francisco Police Code, makes it unlawful, with certain
exceptions, to sit or lie on a public sidewalk, or on an object placed on a public sidewalk,
between 7 AM and 11 PM.The sidewalks are public, and their designated use is for pedestrian
passage. Camping on public sidewalks without bathrooms is unsanitary. Discarded hypodermic
needles on the sidewalks are dangerous, especially to children. Encampments prevent other
citizens from using the sidewalks.
San Francisco Homeless Health and Housing
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Why then are unsanitary encampments allowed on the sidewalks of San Francisco? We were
told that police, barring other criminal activity in encampments, will not clear encampments until
the Department of Public Health declares the area unsanitary, and DPH will not condemn
encampments until there are enough shelter beds to accommodate those living in the
encampments.
City sidewalks and below freeway overpasses are not set up for outdoor camping. Not
surprisingly this 
has led to public defecation reports to SFPD and the City's 311 help line. See
the figure 8 below.

Figure 8 : Why Street Tents Persist  A SFPDDPH Loop

Figure 9: SF 311 reports of human waste
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Supportive Housing Can be Cost Effective
Figure 2 in the Background section, Health Conditions Among the Homeless, lists high
percentage of the homeless are struggling with health problems. Drug or Alcohol abuse (62%),
Psychiatric or Emotional Conditions (55%), Physical Disability (43%) are the top three listed.
These conditions suggest the need for supportive housing, but there is a concern about the cost.
In order to explore the cost effectiveness of supportive housing, the Budget and Legislative
Analyst’s office was called upon to examine the “Impact of Supportive Housing on the Costs of
Homelessness”20. 1818 adults who entered City supportive housing programs in FY 201011 or
201112 were identified. The cost for 3 years before entering supporting housing and 3 years
after were examined. The result of this study points to a reduction in cost to the City as a result
of supporting housing as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Estimated Costs of Supportive Housing for 1818 adults 3 years before and 3 years after

FINDINGS

F.D.5.

ENCAMPMENTS: DPH does not act to condemn encampments as unsafe and reduce
the health problem associated with them unless there are shelter and housing options
available to the people in the encampments. Currently there are few options.
RECOMMENDATIONS

R.D.5.

20

[Mayor] The city must increase the stock of very low income and supportive housing to
meet the current need to reduce tents and campsites.

Impact of Supportive Housing on the Costs of Homelessness, Budget and Legislative Analyst’s Office, May 31, 2016
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E: SF311.org Needs To Become A Portal For Homeless Help
DISCUSSION

San Francisco provides 311 as a portal to City services and communication. It is staffed 24/7
with live operators, and also provides a companion website at SF311.org as well as a smartphone
app.
Residents as well as commuters and visitors can use 311 to report nonemergency issues such as
graffiti, blocked driveways, water/sewer leaks, and to access literally hundreds of different
services including the lighting plan of City Hall. The live 311 operators use scripts that are
created in partnership with the agency involved. 311 even allows users to create a Service
Request to open an issue and follow it to resolution.
The homeless as well as their advocates can and do use 311. Using terminals at the library, or
feature phones issued by the Federal Lifeline Assistance program, the homeless can initiate
shelter requests or find agencies.
The Jury set out to see how 311’s website helps to connect people to homeless services and
service providers. The website mySF311.org is San Francisco’s beta (test) version of SF311.org,
which we tested in May, 2016.
First, we conducted a straightforward search of “homeless”. See Figure 11, below. This search
clearly brought up 311’s link page on “Homeless Concerns” as well as HSA’s website. Note:
311’s Homeless Concerns page can also be found via the top link “City Services”, choosing the
alphabetical listing, and then selecting Homeless Concerns.

Figure 11: mySF311.org’s search results for “Homeless”
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The two online services links offered for Homeless Concerns are “Website” and “Service
Request”. While the latter is very clear, “Website” doesn’t clearly describe the jump page that
follows. A different page title: 
Homeless Issues  All Matters
would be clearer.
Clicking on the “Website” link brings up the jump page presented below in Figure 12.21
Entitled “Homeless Issues  All Matters”, this web page offers the user 3 large buttons and a
small “shelter” link:
● “Seeking Help” brings up a list of links for people in need of homeless services.
● “Concern” attempts to provide links and instructions for nonhomeless residents seeking
help dealing with issues presented by homeless.
● “Volunteer” links the user to either United Way or Project Homeless Connect for
volunteer opportunities.
● The small “Shelters” link at the bottom brings up a 311 page offering detailed help about
matching needs to shelters.

Figure 12: Homeless Issues  All Matters
21

http://sf311.org/homelessissuesallmatters(May
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When we click the “Seeking Help” button, we are presented with the 
Homeless  Person
Seeking Help
page shown below in Figure 13
(
Found at 
http://sf311.org/homeless%E2%80%93personseekinghelp
as of May, 2016.
)
This alphabetical list of links in Figure 12 is better than nothing, especially considering the many
agencies that provide homeless services. However, often the text of a link isn’t helpful or
descriptive enough.
A better approach would be to present a categorized list along with some detail. This would
transform the page from a list of links into a homeless services portal.
A good example of how links can be categorized and made descriptive is found on HSA’s
website, pictured below in Figure 14. (
Housing & Homeless Services
page found at 
http://www.sfhsa.org/76.htm
in
May, 2016. Also in Figure14
)
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Figure 13: SF311.org Homeless  Person Seeking Help
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We see HSA’s page (below) as taking a very informative approach to listing and describing
services:

Figure 14: SFHSA.org Housing and Homeless Services Page
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FINDINGS

F.E.1.

[DHSH, Dir of 311] 311 HOMELESS HELP ORGANIZATION: mySF311.org’s
Homeless  Person Seeking Help
page presents an alphabetical, uncategorized list of
links and lacks detail.
Homeless  Person Seeking Help 
page found at 
http://sf311.org/homeless%E2%80%93personseekinghelp
as of
May, 2016. Also available in Figure 13.

RECOMMENDATIONS

R.E.1.1 [DHSH, Dir of 311] mySF311.org’s 
Homeless  Person Seeking Help
page should not
be alphabetical, but instead be categorized, and include detail about each link as
demonstrated on HSA’s Housing & Homeless Services page captured in Figure 14.
Homeless  Person Seeking Help 
page found at 
http://sf311.org/homeless%E2%80%93personseekinghelp
as of
May, 2016. Also available in Figure 13.
Housing & Homeless Services
page found at http://www.sfhsa.org/76.htm in May, 2016. Also in Figure14.

R.E.1.2 [DHSH, Dir of 311] mySF311.org’s 
Homeless  Person Seeking Help
page should
include the detailed shelter information found on 311’s Shelters page
Person Seeking Help page found at 
http://sf311.org/homeless%E2%80%93personseekinghelp
as of May, 2016
.
Also available in Figure 13.
SF311.org’s Shelters page found at 
http://sf311.org/homelessreservationcenters
in May, 2016
.

R.E.1.3 [DHSH, Dir of 311] mySF311.org’s 
Homeless  Person Seeking Help
page should
remove the “Human Services” link and replace it with clearly named links and attendant
details similar to HSA’s Housing & Homeless Services page
,
copied here:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Emergency Shelter for Single Adults in San Francisco
Help for Homeless Families (with dependent child under 18 years of age)
Project Homeless Connect can connect you with many free services & programs in the same day.
A Bus Ticket Home  If you'd like to return home, the Homeward Bound Program can help.
Help Getting into Housing
Transitional Housing
Rental Assistance
Housing for LowIncome Adults and Families
Eviction Prevention Services
The Family Eviction Program provides eviction prevention services including funds to pay back
rent, case management, budgeting advice, and other referrals.
County Veterans Service Office
If You Are Concerned About a Homeless Person
Local Homeless Coordinating Board

Homeless  Person Seeking Help 
page found at 
http://sf311.org/homeless%E2%80%93personseekinghelp
as of
May, 2016. Also available in Figure13.
Housing & Homeless Services
page found at 
http://www.sfhsa.org/76.htm
in May, 2016. Also in Figure14.
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CONCLUSION
During the time we have been investigating the homeless problem in San Francisco, changes
have begun to take place. The highest profile change is the creation of 
The Department of
Homelessness and Supportive Housing (DHSH). Just as important is the opening of the
Navigation Center, a transition center attempting to move chronically homeless from the street to
some form of housing. We have made some recommendations that we feel will have significant
impact on improving the existing conditions and should be implemented regardless of the
agencies and services reorganizing into DHSH.
The jury is thankful for all the help we received from City departments, nonprofit agencies and
formerly homeless clients as we tried to understand why the homeless problem appears to be
more pronounced.
If all the City's services and grantmaking intended to serve the homeless population are unified
within DHSH, that unit would be well positioned to correct the problems
that have resulted from
the attempts to address homelessness in multiple organizations.
If we believe that our community needs to support people who have not been able to find work,
or are not able to work, and who have not been able to find housing, we need to continue to
improve the ways we provide support.
Some of the improvements this jury recommends are organizational in nature, related to
communication and data sharing. Others ask the City to look at solving the problem in a
different way  focus on intake, triage and outcome. In order to be successful, there needs to be
housing. This could be supportive housing, rental supplement housing, or housing in programs
addressing addiction or mental illness. Programs like the Navigation Center require some sort of
housing to be available after the client leaves the center.
Finally, we are very concerned about the City’s acceptance of sidewalk camping during the day.
This is a health and safety issue that must be corrected.
There is no simple solution, but we feel our recommendations, if followed, will help.
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REQUEST FOR RESPONSES
FINDING

RESPONDER

F.A.1.

ISPATCH HOT: San Francisco HOT is the most informed first
D
responder for nonviolent events, as they are part of DPH and have
access to the database CCMS, but health providers are neither
dispatched with police nor linked as responders to 311 calls..

DHSH

F.A.2.

OLICE ACCESS: 
P
There is no coordinated plan to support police
first responders in a role that is not dealing with criminal behavior.
When the police are called out for homeless or encampment issues
they have no access to health or substance abuse providers or
information regarding the client’s mental health.

SFPD CHIEF


F.A.3.

OLICE TRAINING: 
P
Police say they have limited training, or
limited access to data to deal successfully with the mentally ill.
With the high numbers of mentally ill on our streets, even the most
compassionate of police when threatened could find themselves in a
position where they must follow their procedures and shoot.

SFPD CHIEF


F.A.4.

OLICE TICKET: Faced with multiple requests for their service,
P
police use judgment regarding enforcement considering the best
chance to have a successful outcome. When called to help, they
generally do not ticket because it is not productive.


SFPD CHIEF


F.B.1. DISPARATE SOURCES: M
any agencies are providing services
and gathering information without a common data source.
F.B.2.

I
NTAKE SYSTEM: 
Local agencies providing services are not
required to use the same intake database. There is no coordinated
Data Entry System. This results in duplication of entries with
homeless clients having to enter the same information in multiple
places.

F.B.3
.
INITIAL CONTACTS: 
First responders do not have access to a
coordinated access/entry system.

BOS
MAYOR
DHSH
DHSH

DHSH

F.B.4.

OUSING SERVICES: 
H
Multiple agencies are looking for housing
resources – shelters, apartments, etc. for their clients. Each
maintains their own databases of resources and compete with each
other. There is no single coordinated resource for government
sponsored housing

DHSH

F.C.1.

UTCOME PERFORMANCE: C
O
ontracts are awarded through
HSA and DPH with few requirements to include Client Outcome in
performance reports used to evaluate the success of a contract or
program. Number of Clients Served is more often used.

DHSH
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F.C.2.


MONITORING: The nonprofit agencies that perform services for
the homeless monitor their own Outcome Performance. The
Controller’s Office only performs fiscal and compliance
monitoring, except for the Navigation Center.

DHSH
Controller’s Office

F.D.1. SHELTERS: 
The “old style” shortterm shelters are used by some
of the homeless population but are disliked and perceived as unsafe.
They are not designed for positive outcomes; they are merely a
means to get people out of the weather. They do not address the
need to accommodate partners, possessions and pets. Chronic
homeless avoid nonsupportive shelters because they fear being
robbed and/or victimized.

MAYOR

F.D.2. CENTERS: 
Reports on the pilot Navigation Center show success in
welcoming clients, gathering intake data, tracking the human
outcomes, connecting people to services and monitoring exits for
recidivism. One key to the success of the Navigation Center has
been the innovative partnership with the Controller’s Office to track
and report on human outcomes.

MAYOR
BOS

F.D.3.

OUSING: The Navigation Center currently serves only 75 clients
H
at a time and moves them out by way of Homeward Bound or to
supportive housing  temporary or permanent. The Center keeps
beds open specifically for Homeward Bound (a short turnaround).
Exits to local housing have been difficult since properties are
unavailable,
making the Navigation Center seem more like

permanent housing instead of transitional housing.

DHSH

F.D.4.

UPPORTIVE HOUSING: 
S
Research on other city and state
homeless practices confirm that providing supportive housing is the
most successful way to end homelessness. This is especially true
for the chronically homeless population, a group that has health and
addiction issues. San Francisco has not provided sufficient
supportive housing to this homeless population.

DHSH

F.D.5.

NCAMPMENTS: DPH does not act to condemn encampments as
E
unsafe and reduce the health problem associated with them unless
there are shelter and housing options available to the people in the
encampments. Currently there are few options.

MAYOR

F.E.1.

3
11 HOMELESS HELP ORGANIZATION: mySF311.org’s
Homeless  Person Seeking Help
page presents an alphabetical,
uncategorized list of links and lacks detail.
Homeless  Person Seeking Help 
page found at

Mayor
311

http://sf311.org/homeless%E2%80%93personseekinghelp
as of May, 2016. Also
available in Figure 13.
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Recommendations and Required Response Matrix
RECOMMENDATION
R.A.1.

If safe to do so, SF HOT should be the first responders, and the
SFPD should accompany when necessary.

R.A.1.1.
The number of 
SF HOT personnel should be increased so that
they will be available to respond.

RESPONDER
DHSH
MAYOR, BOS, DHSH

olice should have access to mental health and substance
P
abuse data as well as historical interaction with city services
when they are called to respond to a homeless issue.

SFPD CHIEF


R.A.3.
Police training should include methods to deal with mentally

unstable individuals.

SFPD CHIEF


R.A.4.Police policies and legal consequences need to be better
coordinated so that police are not put in a position where
citations have no effect.

SFPD CHIEF

BOS
MAYOR

R.A.2.

R.B.1.

Take advantage of the coordination opportunities provided by
the formation of the new Department on Homelessness and
Supportive Housing to fund and implement a coordinated
entry system.

DHSH

R.B.2.

Develop a consistent intake system for information sharing
across all departments servicing the homeless.

DHSH

R.B.3. Take advantage of the coordination opportunities provided by
the formation of the Department on Homelessness and
Supportive Housing to require all agencies using
city/state/federal funding to use the same database to find
housing opportunities.

DHSH

R.B.4. First Responders need access to a coordinated entry system.

DHSH

R.C.1.

Contracts with organizations receiving City funding should
require comprehensive Outcome Performance Measures which
include client outcomes..

DHSH

R.C.2.

The Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing
should arrange for homeless service agencies to follow the
Navigation Center model and have ongoing monitoring of
their Outcome Performance objectives overseen by a new
program in the Controller’s Office, rather than at the
department or service agency level when new programs are
initiated.
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R.C.3. The Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing
should generate a public annual report showing 
showing the
outcome scores of all homeless services agencies and the
funding they received.
R.D.1.

DHSH

The Mayor should direct the newly organized Department of
Homelessness and Supportive Housing to move from the
restrictive shelter system to the Navigation Center style
system which triages clients to the appropriate services.

MAYOR

R.D.1.1
. The Mayor should direct the newly organized Department of
Homelessness and Supportive Housing to provide emergency
shelters when there is an natural disaster. These shelters
should not be permanent housing.

MAYOR

R.D.2.

MAYOR
BOS

The Mayor should explore and acquire new sites where
additional Navigation Centers can be opened. The Board of
Supervisors should urge the Mayor to fund these additional
sites.

R.D.2.1.
The Mayor should ensure that the new coordinated Department
of Homelessness and Supportive Housing provide sufficient
staff at each Navigation Center location to deal with the
mental, physical and emotional issues the homeless bring to
the sites. The Board of Supervisors should approve funding.

MAYOR

R.D.5. The city must increase the stock very low income housing to
meet the current need.

MAYOR

R.E.1.1
.
mySF311.org’s 
Homeless  Person Seeking Help
page should
not be alphabetical, but instead be categorized, and include
detail about each link as demonstrated on HSA’s Housing &
Homeless Services page captured in Figure E4.
Homeless  Person Seeking Help 
page found at
http://sf311.org/homeless%E2%80%93personseekinghelp
as of May, 2016. Also available in Figure13.
Housing & Homeless Services
page found at
http://www.sfhsa.org/76.htm in May, 2016. Also in Figure 14.

DHSH
Dir of 311

R.E.1.2. mySF311.org’s 
Homeless  Person Seeking Help
page should
include the detailed shelter information found on 311’s
Shelters page
Person Seeking Help page found at
http://sf311.org/homeless%E2%80%93personseekinghelp
as of May, 2016. Also available in Figure 13.
SF311.org’s Shelters page found at
http://sf311.org/homelessreservationcenters
in May, 2016.

DHSH
Dir of 311
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R.E.1.3. 
mySF311.org’s 

Homeless  Person Seeking Help
page should
remove the “Human Services” link and replace it with clearly
named links and attendant details similar to HSA’s Housing &
Homeless Services page, copied here:
○ Emergency Shelter for Single Adults in San Francisco
○ Help for Homeless Families (with dependent child
under 18 years of age)
○ Project Homeless Connect can connect you with many
free services & programs in the same day.
○ A Bus Ticket Home  If you'd like to return home, the
Homeward Bound Program can help.
○ Help Getting into Housing
○ Transitional Housing
○ Rental Assistance
○ Housing for LowIncome Adults and Families
○ Eviction Prevention Services
○ The Family Eviction Program provides eviction
prevention services including funds to pay back rent,
case management, budgeting advice, and other referrals.
○ County Veterans Service Office
○ If You Are Concerned About a Homeless Person
○ Local Homeless Coordinating Board

DHSH
Dir OF 311

Homeless  Person Seeking Help 
page found at
http://sf311.org/homeless%E2%80%93personseekinghelp
as of May, 2016. Also available in Figure 13.
Housing & Homeless Services
page found at
http://www.sfhsa.org/76.htm
in May, 2016. Also in Figure14.
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GLOSSARY
Term

Definition

CAAP
CCMS
Chronic homeless
individual (HUD)

County Adult Assistance Program/General Assistance
Coordinated Care Management System (CCMS) database managed by DPH
Under the Department of Housing and Urban Development's new definition, a
chronically homeless individual is someone who has experienced homelessness for a
year or longer, or who has experienced at least four episodes of homelessness in the
last three years (must be a cumulative of 12 months), and has a disability.
Federal grant program stressing permanent solutions to homelessness HEARTH
definition: the local group of providers and stakeholders in a community
Department of Homeless and Supportive Housing
San Francisco Department of Public Health
U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency
Homeless Emergency and Rapid Transition to Housing (HEARTH) Act of 2009, S.
Homeless Management Information System
San Francisco Human Services Agency
A program that gives a homeless person a bus ticket home if the destination
location is willing to accept them.
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Local Homeless Coordinating Board
The McKinneyVento Homeless Assistance Act—the primary federal law to
address homelessness
San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing
San Francisco Public Housing Authority
PointinTime count (biannual counts of sheltered and unsheltered homeless
persons in a specific geographic area)
Substance Abuse &; Mental Health Services Administration
Shelter + Care (USHUD CoC Program permanent housing/rental assistance)
San Francisco Housing Authority
San Francisco InterAgency Council on Homelessness, Executive Directive 1402
SRO SingleRoom Occupancy housing units
Transition Age Youth
Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing

Continuum of Care
DHSH
DPH
FEMA
HEARTH
HMIS
HSA
Homeward Bound
HUD
LHCB
McKinney
MOH
PHA
PIT (PointinTime)
SAMSA
S+C
SFHA
SFICH
SRO
TAY
VASH
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B
Spending and Revenue Data For Community Health>Public Health from SF Open Data
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